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Re: Touhou project H-game list If I recall correctly, era toho is a life-sim with ero elements. However, it is a
text only game with a DOS-style interface..... PM me to be pointed in the direction of era-RPG and
eraRPG-R.
Touhou project H-game list | ULMF
This is a list of the characters that belong to the Touhou Project, a series of games by ZUN from Team
Shanghai Alice. Most Touhou characters reside in a fictional realm called Gensokyo, where humans and
yÅ•kai coexist. Though the yÅ•kai do often prey on the humans while the humans try to exorcise them, no
racial animosity actually exists between the two.
List of Touhou Project characters - Wikipedia
List of Characters Touhou Project. Here is a list of all Touhou Project characters, categorised by their first
game or publication appearance (Characters with * after their name do not have an official name). NB, the
"generations" (term unofficial) for the games are split according to this image.
Characters - Touhou Wiki - Characters, games, locations
One of the many characters in the Touhou Project, she is the one of the main causes of the events in Touhou
03. Cirno An ice fairy in Gensokyo, the Touhou Project universe.
Touhou Project Characters - Giant Bomb
Touhou Project 06 - Embodiment of Scarlet Devil + Ultra patch + Cheat Auto bomb + Cheat Infinity lives +
Retexture patch Touhou Project 16 - Hidden Star in Four Seasons (Full version) Touhou 15.5 - Antinomy of
Common Flowers
Touhou Project 1-5 (PC-98 series) + Emulator Download
Touhou Project 09 Phantasmagoria of Flower View + Ultra patch + Cheat Auto bomb + Cheat Infinity lives
Touhou Project 9.5 - Shoot the Bullet + Ultra mode + Cheat Infinity lives Touhou Project 10 Mountain of Faith
+ Ultra patch + Cheat Auto bomb + Cheat Infinity lives
Touhou Official Games Download | Touhou Project Lovers
The Touhou Project is a one-man project by a Japanese game maker, Jun'ya ÅŒta (usually under the
pseudonym ZUN), who does all the graphics, music, and programming alone for the bullet hell games, with
the exceptions of the portrait art in Fairy Wars, which is by Makoto Hirasaka, and the fighting games,
Immaterial and Missing Power, Scarlet Weather Rhapsody, Touhou HisÅ•tensoku, Hopeless Masquerade,
and Urban Legend in Limbo, which were dual efforts with Twilight Frontier.
Touhou Project - Wikipedia
Officially, "Project Shrine Maiden" is the term for referring the series in English, but the English-speaking
community regardlessly calls it the "Touhou Project" like the Japanese do. According to the Music Room
Special in Mystic Square , the naming scheme of æ•±æ–¹OOO originally came from one of the first songs he
composed for Highly Responsive to Prayers , called Touhou Kaikidan ( æ•±æ–¹æ€ªå¥‡è«‡ ) .
Touhou Project - Touhou Wiki - Characters, games
List Rules Game must be part of the Touhou Project series. List of best Touhou Project games, ranked from
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best to worst with cover art when available. If you think the coolest Touhou Project game to play isn't as high
as it should be then make sure to vote it up so that it has the chance to rise to the top.
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